
These questions have always mattered but never so much as they do now. In an age of instant 

gratification the company that can deliver what I want, when I want it and how I want it will get my money. 

Oh, and if you can do it cheaper, all the better!  One only has to look at Uber, Airbnb, Xero, Salesforce, 

Amazon, Zappos, and countless other emerging businesses to see the success that can be achieved if 

one gets the model right. Now you may not be intending to be the next Airbnb but there are some things 

every business should be doing to optimise their online presence. Here are 12 to get you started. 

What makes your customers ‘tick’?  Why do they want what you offer? 

How do they want it delivered?

12 Quick Tips to Optimise 

Your Online Presence 

Follow the 3 rules of the web - When people land on your 

website they need to know 3 things within 5 secs – 1) “Am 

I in the right place?”; 2) “Do I trust this website?” &; 3) 

“Does this website have what I want?” - this was a topic of 

a previous blog

Ensure you are mobile friendly - I really like the 

testmysite tool

Use Analytics - learn these and allow them to guide you. 

Analyse what works and repeat. Analyse what is not 

working and tweak, change or stop these activities. 

Google has great training on this. (Top analytic tip - 

Bounce rate ideally should be below 20% and not above 

40% - [unless it is a blog page])

Ensure your website is Search engine optimised (SEO) - this 

is a huge topic. Some simple suggestions: Keywords matter 

- put the words on your website that people are searching 

for - search engines are basically playing a giant game of 

snap - I type in the search phrase and they turn up all 

matching websites); Ensure your pictures are named/have 

a description, Register your website with Google and Bing 

webmaster tools; Optimize your titles, URL and 

descriptions, and, of course, optimise for mobile! 
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Ask for reviews and star ratings and always reply. We really

only started doing this with focused intention recently and 

have been encouraged in so many ways through the results. 

Asking for testimonials and reviews is part of our process 

and at the end of every training session we send out an 

email that includes the following: 

As mentioned, we rely on referrals and testimonials. If you 

would be so kind to take a few extra moments to rate our 

training on Facebook Review for Think Right and/or on 

Google Reviews for Think Right, that would be very much 

appreciated - it's a simple click of stars and a few words 

should you want to add a personal comment and assist 

others to get the help they are searching for. Look forward to 

connecting with you on LinkedIn.

Share content generously - blogging works well so does 

podcasts, video, webinars. This NYtimes article remains one 

of my favourite (Check out his about us page as well)

Social media matters - ensure in some way you are social. 

Top tip - pick one and focus and work on that. If you want to 

do more spread the load. In our team I work LinkedIn, Kiri 

works Facebook. If you want to see how you can improve 

your Facebook site I strongly recommend getting a 

Facebook Audit by Compass Media - it is totally unbiased as 

they do not offer to do the work for you they show you 

where to focus your effort. 

Get onto all relevant/local directories and check what 

people saying about you on there. If you see “Claim this 

listing” (or something similar) you do not yet manage your 

page in that directory. For most of these you do not have to 

pay to be there - you can if you want ‘preferred’ ranking but 

very rarely is it ever worth it. Rather than list all the options 

here are top Google results for “Top Directories in New 

Zealand, Australia, UK & USA.” 

Get your Google my Business - this will help SEO, being 

found on maps, online reviews and so much more. 

Make it easy - remember this is the golden rule! Get 

someone outside your organisation to test your website 

and see how easy it is to buy or get in touch with you. If you 

want to test it yourself buy something on amazon.com then 

see if your website is that easy!  

I have saved the best for last. Have calls to action on each 

web page. Look at every page and ask yourself what is the 

action they should take next and then make sure that is 

obvious. We learnt this the hard way when a client said 

how do I sign up to get your Learning BITES on your 

Learning BITES page - as you can see we took action! 

Video is rapidly becoming a “must have”. What could you 

share that would help your customers to engage more? 

What are your competitors sharing? Could you do video 

testimonials? We do short weekly Learning BITES (You can 

sign up for here if you do not already get them). 
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What action do you 
need to take? 
Do it now. 

https://www.thinkright.co.nz/blog/2016/5/19/what-do-you-want-me-to-do-avoiding-the-2-fatal-website-mistakes
https://testmysite.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/en-nz/
https://analytics.google.com/analytics/academy/
https://analytics.google.com/analytics/academy/
https://search.google.com/local/writereview?placeid=ChIJNyGZxhezQW0R7sEeo7GrGB4
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/28/business/smallbusiness/increasing-sales-by-answering-customers-questions.html
https://www.compassmedia.co.nz/facebook-audit
https://www.found.co.nz/blog/nz-business-directories/
https://www.google.com/business/
https://www.google.com/business/
https://www.thinkright.co.nz/learning-bites/
https://www.found.co.nz/blog/nz-business-directories/

